With over 500 species of birds in vast tracks of wild land Belize is a birder's paradise! From the coast to the savanna to the riverbanks to the mountainous rainforest, Hamanasi's unique mainland location makes these diverse habitats easily accessible to serious and novice birders alike!

Belize birding is so varied and diverse and offers something for everyone – from the uninitiated to the experienced birder looking for another “lifer” to add to the list. With Hamanasi's experienced birding guides you'll see our birds of paradise!

This Birdlist is a work in progress please report any birds that are identified and not included in our list so that we can keep this updated.
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Binoculars
Camera
Notebook
Pencils & Pens
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Sunscreen
Insect Repellent
Drinking Water
Sunglasses
Head Gear
Flashlight
Rain Poncho
Hiking Shoes